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OutlineOutline

" Overview of the Galaxy Zoo project

" Bias corrections

" Reliability

" Morphology versus environment
" Stellar mass dependence

" Comparison with colour

" Red spirals and blue early-types

" (Real) morphology matters!

" Future directions



  

AimsAims

" Classify as many objects as possible from SDSS

" Find rare objects

" Cosmology with spiral spins 

" Test morphology proxies

" Statistical studies with traditional morphology

" Public outreach



  

Why bother?Why bother?

Concentration is 
not morphology

Color is not 
morphology



  

FeasibilityFeasibility

Typical ~L* galaxies: Mr ~ -21.5,  R50 ~ 5 kpc

z ~ 0.015 0.035 0.055 0.075 0.095 0.1050.025 0.045 0.065 0.085



  

SampleSample

" SDSS DR6 Main Galaxy Sample (MGS) targets
" r < 17.77, resolved above seeing

" 738175 objects

" Any object with observed galaxy spectrum
" not such a good idea?

" 156481 objects

" Total: 893212 objects

" Extragalactic, MGS, with spectra:
" 557681 objects
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LaunchLaunch
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Hours since launch

Schawinski et al. 07Schawinski et al. 07
(1 student, 50000 galaxies)(1 student, 50000 galaxies)
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Communicating with the classifiersCommunicating with the classifiers

www.galaxyzooforum.org - >7000 members



  

Communicating with the classifiersCommunicating with the classifiers

www.galaxyzooblog.org - >30000 visitors so far, few hundred reads per day



  

Classification databaseClassification database

" 893212 objects in sample

" After ‘cleaning’ raw clicks:
" 34,617,406 classifications

" by 82,931 users

" median of 33 classifications per object

" >20 classifications per object for 98% of sample

" Roughly 3.3 continuous person-years!

" Most classifications are done by
~1/3 users who do 100 - 10,000 each
" ~ few hours effort each

200100
Days since launch

Total classifications

40 million

20 million

0

" Catalog public later this year

" Collaboration welcome now!

Overview paper:
Lintott et al., MNRAS in press
arXiv:0803.3247



  

Combining classificationsCombining classifications

" If we don’t care about ‘handedness’ just combine spiral classes

" Raw morphological type ‘likelihoods’ pel, psp, pmg, pdk

" average classifications for each galaxy
" all users equal, or

" weight ‘better’ users

" Assigning types

" work with likelihoods

" threshold likelihoods
" definite types

" many uncertain



  

Classification biasesClassification biases

" Assume no redshift evolution

" Type fractions should be constant with z, in absence of sample selection effects 
- empirically determine bias correction versus luminosity, size, redshift



  

Correcting classification biasesCorrecting classification biases

" Morphology density relation corrected for redshift-dependent 
classification bias (z ~ 0.037, 0.051, 0.064, 0.078)



  

Comparison to other morphologiesComparison to other morphologies

Fukugita et al. 2007 S0 galaxies mostly classed as elliptical



  

Current projectsCurrent projects

" Initial projects:
" Spiral galaxy spins distribution

Land et al., 2008, MNRAS, 388, 1686
arXiv:0803.3247

" Blue ellipticals
Schawinski et al., MNRAS submitted

" Morphology versus environment
Bamford et al., MNRAS submitted
arXiv:0805.2612

" Projects underway:
" 2-point correlation function of spiral spins
" Morphology-marked correlation functions
" Mergers
" Red spirals
" More morphology versus environment
" Comparison with semi-analytic models
" Morphology-dependent colour-magnitude sequences
" Morphology-dependent luminosity functions and galaxy bias
" SFR and AGN fraction as a function of morphology and environment
" Structural parameters of blue ellipticals

"  Serendipitous projects:

�

"  Hanny’s Voorwerp
Lintott et al., MNRAS submitted

"  Overlapping galaxies - dust
"  Lenses
"  Ring galaxies

"  Non-astronomy projects:
"  Zooites motivation study
"  The Zoo in a brain scanner



  

Morphology versus environmentMorphology versus environment

" Bamford et al., arXiv:0805.2612

" Previous local work:
" Dressler 1980
" Postman & Geller 1984
" Goto et al 2003



  

Morphology versus environmentMorphology versus environment

" Elliptical fraction versus local galaxy density and stellar mass



  

Morphology versus environmentMorphology versus environment

" Elliptical fraction versus distance to a C4 group and stellar mass
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Morphology versus environmentMorphology versus environment

" Little dependence of fractions on group mass

total mass integrated luminosity



  

Morphology versus colour bimodalityMorphology versus colour bimodality

" Comparison with colour



  

Red spirals and blue early-typesRed spirals and blue early-types

" Objects on opposite sides of morphology/colour bimodalities

fraction of all galaxies fraction of morphological type



  

Red disks and blue ellipticalsRed disks and blue ellipticals

" Stellar mass dependence



  

Contributions to colour-environmentContributions to colour-environment



  

Morphology versus environmentMorphology versus environment

Conclusions

" Morphology - density relation does exist at fixed stellar mass, but is weak

" Colour - density relation stronger, especially at fixed mass

" Morphology vs density and group distance show very similar behaviour

" Little dependence of group members on group mass

" Red spirals most common in outskirts of clusters / intermediate densities - 
combination of two competing environmental effects

" Blue early-types prefer voids

" Colour trends with environment are much stronger for lower mass galaxies

" low mass ellipticals and spirals almost all blue at low densities, red at high densities

" Trends of morphology and colour vs environment not due to same processes

" Colour versus environment driven by occurrence of red spirals

" Not just usual S0 population



  

The future of the Galaxy ZooThe future of the Galaxy Zoo

" Lots to do with Galaxy Zoo 1 data - public soon!

" Galaxy Zoo 2
" more detailed morphological classifications
" conventional and comparative methods
" refined SDSS sample
" launching very soon!

" Galaxy Zoo 3
" more datasets:

" PanSTARS, HST, VST KIDS
" higher quality imaging
" greater depth

www.galaxyzoo.org

www.galaxyzooblog.org

www.galaxyzooforum.org
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